Fishing Clash - Logic Grid

People from many countries took part in a fishing clash at the Lake Guntersville. Which fisherman will win this tournament?

1. Among Brendon and the fisherman who got a bream, one came from Louisiana and the other got a 3rd place.
2. Charles ranked 1 position better than the hunter from Alabama, which wasn't Brendon.
3. Exactly one fisherman has the same initial in his name and in the best fish he caught.
4. The fisherman from Florida and who caught a Perch got the first two places.
5. Patrick, who didn't win the tournament, didn't catch a catfish.
6. Steve either ranked 4th or he got a perch. In any case he is not from Florida, nor got a catfish.
7. A sauger wasn't the best prey for the Floridian.
8. If Patrick was 2nd, then the 3rd price went to the fisherman from Mississippi.
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